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Abstract 
A network with vertices 1, . , n in which each arc has the form (i, j) with i < j is considered. 
Under the assumption that the distances satisfy certain monotonicity assumptions O(n)- 
algorithms for calculating shortest and min-max paths from 1 to n are presented. Applications 
to one-machine batching, clustering, and image processing are indicated. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a partitioning P of sequence (path) S : 1,2, . . . , n into subsequences (subpaths) 
Sr:ir = l,..., iZ - 1, SZ:iZ ,..., i3 - l,..., S,:i, ,..., i,+I - 1 = n, 
where p is some integer 1 < p < n. Associated with each subsequence Sk : ik, . . . , ik + 1 
- 1 there is a weight given by a real number ci*ir+I. We are interested in efficient 
algorithms for solving the following two path partitioning problems. 
Problem A. Find an integer 1 < p < n and a partitioning of 1,2, . . . , n into p sub- 
sequences such that 
D 
is minimized. 
Problem B. Find an integer 1 6 p < n and a partitioning of 1,2, . . . , n into p sub- 
sequences such that 
P 
max ci, i,, 1 
“11 
is minimized. 
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Problems A and B are called path partitioning problems with sum- and bottleneck- 
objectives, respectively. 
These problems may be formulated as shortest path problems (with sum- and 
bottleneck-objectives) in a network N = (V, E, c) with vertices 1,. . . , n + 1 and 
(i,j) E E iff i <j. We have to find a path from 1 to n + 1 such that (1) or (2) is 
minimized. In this connection n + 1 is a dummy vertex. Throughout the paper we will 
use these shortest path formulations. 
Notice, that N is an acyclic network. Thus, a shortest path can be found in time 
proportional to the number of arcs which is 0(n2). 
We will show that the shortest path problems can be solved in linear time if the 
weights satisfy certain monotonicity conditions. The corresponding algorithms are 
conceptually simple and can be easily implemented. The conditions for Problem 
A are: 
cik - cij =f(i) h( j, k) for all i < j < k, 
wheref(i) is a nonincreasing function and h( j, k) 2 0 for all j, k. 
The conditions for Problem B are: 
(3) 
cij < ckl for all k < i, j < 1. (4) 
If (4) is satisfied then the path 1 -+ 2 + ... + n + 1 is an optimal solution for Problem 
B. Therefore, in Problem B we consider only paths il = 1 + i2 --) +.. + i,+ 1 = n + 1 
satisfying the additional restriction 
fi,,i,+IaL forV=l,..., p (5) 
for some function& satisfying (4). This is equivalent with setting cij = cc ifh,j < L. 
Problem B with the additional restriction (5) is denoted by Problem B’. 
In connection with Problem A we may also add the restriction 
i,+l-i,<B forv=l,...,p. (6) 
There are several applications in which conditions (3)-(5), or (6) are satisfied. Some of 
them are listed below. 
1.1. One-machine batching problems 
n jobs i = l,..., n with processing times pi are to be processed on one machine. 
A processing sequence must be split into batches Bj. For each batch there is a set-up 
time s which does not depend on the batch and its size. The finish time J; of job i in 
batch Bj is the finish time of the last job in Bj. How should the jobs be sequenced and 
split into batches such that total weighted flow time 
with given ai 2 0 (7) 
is minimized? 
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Problems of this type have been discussed in [l, 21. If there are no restrictions on 
the Qj or pj the problem is NP-hard (see Cl]). However, for a given sequence, say 
12 , ,..*, n, and a partitioning 1 = i1 < i2 < ... < ik c ikfl = n + 1 into batches 
Bj={ij,ij+l,..., ij+l-l},j=l,..., k the objective function (7) can be written 
;raif, = ;I ( ijNV)Pj = :I (&v)(s + ij;clp,). 
Here, Pj = s + C $;,I ’ py is the processing time of batch Bj. Thus, for the given 
sequence 1, . . . , n the problem reduces to Problem A with 
Foricjckwehave 
i.e. condition (3) is satisfied. In addition to this we have h( j, k) > 0. 
Our algorithm is very useful if we want to solve it by neighbourhood heuristics like 
simulated annealing or tabu search. 
The batching problem may be modified by 
- replacing the processing time of a batch, which was the sum of processing times of 
the jobs in the batch, by the maximum of all processing times, 
- bounding the batch size by a given number I?, that is by adding restriction (6). 
In this case we have 
and again (3) is satisfied. 
Lee et al. [7] have discussed this problem for the special case Oli = 1 (i = 1, . . . , n). In 
such a situation the “shortest-processing-time-first”-sequence is optimal and we can 
solve the problem in O(n) time if we know this sequence. Lee et al. [7] presented an 
O(nB)-algorithm. 
1.2. One-dimensional clustering problems 
If we consider one-dimensional clustering problems an ordered set al < a2 < ... 
< a,, is given. Associated with each subset {ai, ai+ i, . . . , aj- I} there is a similarity 
measure cij which in many cases satisfies the monotonicity condition (4). The objective 
is to find a partitioning into subsets {ai, ai + r, . . . , aj_ 1} such that max cij is minimized. 
Our algorithm can be applied to solve the problem in O(n) time. 
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1.3. Most uniform path partitioning 
Lucertini et al. [8] considered a situation in which the weight of a subsequence 
S:i, . . . ,j of 1, . . . , n is given by 
v=i 
wherew,(v=l,..., n) are given nonnegative real numbers. 
A partitioning S:, . . . , S$ is a most uniform if 
yIj;w(S:) - &w(S:) < m$w(S,) -r&w(&) 
V=l V=l 
for all p-partitionings S1, . . . , S,, p arbitrary. 
Lucertini et al. [7] solved this problem using an algorithm which solves the 
problem 
minimize mPaxw(S,) s.t. w(S) > L, v = 1, . . . . p (8) 
v=l 
in time O(nlog n). Due to the fact that (8) is a special case of Problem B with 
additional restriction (5) in which (4) is satisfied we can solve this problem in O(n) 
time. This reduces the complexity of the most uniform path partitioning algorithm 
from O(n3 log n) to 0(n3). 
In the next two sections we will present O(n)-algorithms for Problems A and 
B under the assumptions that conditions (3) and (4) hold. 
2. Path partitioning with sum-objectives 
In this section we will present an O(n)-algorithm for Problem A under the assump- 
tion that (3) is satisfied. 
2.1. A dynamic programming approach 
To derive an efficient algorithm we apply dynamic programming to the correspond- 
ing network N = (V, E, C). The usual 0 (n2)-complexity will be reduced to 0 (n) using 
some strong dominance properties which will be formulated next. We first assume 
that in (3) we have h ( j, k) > 0. 
Let Fj be the length of a shortest path from j to n + 1 and define F,(k) := cjk + Fk, 
i.e. Fj(k) is the shortest path from j to n + 1 among all paths starting with arc (j, k). 
Clearly 
Fj=min{Fj(k)Ik=j+ l,...,n+ l}. 
Due to (3) for j < k < 1 we have 
Fj(k)< Fj(Z) 
Fk - Fz 
iff 6% I) := h(k, 1) <f(j). 
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(9) 
Using (9) and the monotonicity off the following dominance properties can be 
derived. 
Property 1. Assume that 6(k, 1) <f(j) for 1 <j < k < 1. Then Fi(k) < F,(l) for dl 
i = 1, . . . , j. 
Proof. Since the function-f is monotone nonincreasing,f(i) 2f( j) for all i = 1, . . . , j. 
Thusf(i) > 6(k, 1) and Fi(k) < Fi(l) for all i = 1, . . . , j. 0 
Property 2. Let be 6( j, k) d d(k, I) f or some 1 <j < k < 1~ n. Then for each i with 
1 < i <j we haue F,(j) < Fi(k) or F,(I) < Fi(k). 
Proof. If f (i) > 6( j. k) then Fi( j) d F,(k). On the other hand, if f (i) < 6( j, k), then 
f(i) < 6(k, I) and F,(l) < Fi(k). 0 
2.2. The algorithm 
The algorithm calculates the values Fj for j = II + 1 down to 1 and the correspond- 
ing shortest paths. It uses a queue 
Q:iv,irml ,..., iz, iI 
with tail i, and head ir which has the following properties: 
. . 
I,<z,_~< ... <i,<i, (10) 
and 
S(i,, i,_l) > 6(i,_l, ir-2) > ... > d(iz, iI). (11) 
When calculating Fj we assume that 
- Fj+r, Fj+z, ***v F,+ 1 and the corresponding shortest paths are already known, 
- Q contains all vertices needed as immediate successors on shortest paths from 
1 j. > ..., 
To describe the general iteration step we have to explain how to calculate Fj and the 
corresponding shortest path and how to update the queue. This is done in the 
following way: 
1. Iff (j) 2 6(iz, iI) then by Property 1 we have Fi(i,) < Fi(i,) for all i <j. Thus, 
we delete iI from the queue. We continue until for some t >, 1 we have 
S(i,, i,_I) > ... > S(i,+,, i,) >f (j). 
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Now (9) implies 
Fj(i,+l) > Fj(iy) for V = t, . . . , I - 1 
or r = t and the queue contains only i,. Thusj preceeds i, in an optimal path fromj to 
n + 1 and Fj as well as the shortest path from j to n + 1 are known. 
2. Next we try to append j at the tail of Q in such a way that invariance property 
(11) will be still satisfied. If not, i.e. if 6( j, i,) < S(i,, i,_ 1) then by Property 2 vertex i, 
can be eliminated from Q. We continue until 6( j, i,) > S(i,, i,_l). In this case we 
append j as a new tail of the queue. 
During the algorithm each vertex j is inserted and deleted at most once. Associated 
with each insertion there are two comparisons and one evaluation of a b-value. 
Furthermore we need one addition to calculate Fj. Associated with each deletion 
there is one comparison. Thus in total we have 3n comparisons and n calculations. 
Finally note that the algorithm is an on-line algorithm. 
A slightly related problem has been discussed by Eppstein [3], Klawe [5], Larmore 
and Schieber [6]. These results show that Problem A can be solved in linear time 
under weaker conditions than condition (3). However the algorithms are more 
involved and more difficult to implement. An on-line algorithm proposed by Larmore 
and Schieber [6] uses 8n comparisons if applied to Problem A. Our algorithm needs 
only 3n comparisons but in addition to this n b-calculations are necessary. A com- 
putational study of Helmold [4] shows that in several applications in which our 
algorithm can be used the code is about twice as fast as a code that uses the algorithm 
of Larmore and Schieber [6]. 
2.3. l?re general case and extensions 
If we relax the restriction h(i, j) > 0 to h(i, j) 2 0 there is a problem if we want to 
add j to the queue and h( j, i,) = 0 because in this case 6 (j, il) is not defined. 
However, in this situation due to (3) we have 
Fi( j) - Fi(i,) = cij - cii, + Fj - Fin = Fj - Fi,.. 
(12) holds for all i < j. 
(12) 
Thus, if Fj - Fir < 0 we can eliminate i, from the queue. Otherwise Fi( j) > Fi(i,) 
for all i < j and j can be eliminated. 
Finally note, that the algorithm also works if condition (6) is added to Problem A. 
In this case we have to delete elements i from the tail of the queue when i -j > B. 
3. Path partitioning with bottleneck-objectives 
In this section we will present an O(n)-algorithm for Problem B’ under the 
assumption that (4) holds. Again we will use a dominance property which will be 
formulated next. 
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3.1. A dominance property 
Forj= l,..., n let Fj be the value of a min-max path from j to n + 1. Furthermore 
set 
F,(k) := max{c+ Fk} for all k = j + 1, . . . , n. 
If (4) holds then we have the following dominance property. 
Property 3. Let j < k < 1. Then Fj(k) < F,(l) implies F,(k) < Fi(l)for all i = 1, . . . ,j. 
Proof. Let t:= Fj(k) = max{cjk, Fk) and r := F,(l) = max{cjl, F,}. We consider four 
cases. 
Case 1: t=cjk>Fk and r:=Cjl2Fj. Then i<j<k<l implies cik<cil, 
Gil 2 Cjl > FL, cik 3 Cjk > Fk. Thus, FL(k) = cik < Gil < F,(l) for all i Gj. 
Case 21 t = F, 2 Cjk and r = FI 2 Cjl. Then Fk = F,(k) < F,(l) = Fl and cik < Gil 
which imply F,(k) 6 F,(l). 
Case 3: t = Cjk > Fk and r = Fl > Cjl. Then Fk < Cjk < Cjl < FI and cik < Gil which 
imply Fi(k) d F;(l). 
Case 4: t = Fk 2 Cjk and r = Cjl 2 FL. Then Gil > Cik, Gil > Cjl 2 FI, Gil > Cjl = 
r 2 t = Fk. 
Thus, FL(k) = maX{Cik, Fk} < Gil < max{Cil, F,} = Fi(l). q 
3.2. An O(n)-algorithm 
Due to (5) the associated network N may be restricted to arcs (i, j) withf(i, j) 2 L. 
To take care of this restriction we introduce an array first(i). For each i first(i) denotes 
the smallest integer j withf(i, j) > L. The array first(i) is defined for i = 1,. . . , LAST, 
where LAST is the last integer j withf( j, n) 2 L. We have 
first(i) < first(i + 1) for i = 1, . . . , LAST - 1 (13) 
because if j = first(i + 1) < first(i) thenf(i, j) < L <f(i + 1, j) which contradicts the 
monotonicity off: 
Thus, the array first(i) may be calculated with at most 3n comparisons using 
Algorithm FIRST 
1. i:= l;j:= 1 
2. WHILE j < n DO 
BEGIN 
3. WHILEf(i,j)cLANDj<nDOj:=j+l; 
4. IFjcnTHEN 
BEGIN 
5. first(i) := j 
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6. LAST := i 
END 
7. i:= i + 1 
END 
Now the optimal path lengths Fi are calculated iteratively for i = n down to 
1 starting with F, = 0. Assume that the F,-values are known for all successors of i + 1. 
These successors are the vertices v = first (i + l), . . . , n. Let best be the successor of 
i + 1 on an optimal path from i + 1 to n + 1, i.e. 
Fi+l := max{Ct+l,best, FM} < mh max{ci+l,j, Fj}. 
j=first(i+l) 
Then from Property 3 it follows that best is also the best successor of i if we restrict 
these successors to the set 
{first(i + l), first(i + 1) + 1, . . . . n}. 
Thus, to find the best successor of i we have to compare max (Ci,bea, Fbest} with all 
values 
max{cij, Fj}, j = first(i), . . . , first(i + 1) - 1. 
Details of this procedure are described by Algorithm BEST which for each i calculates 
the Fi-value and the successor sue(i) of i on an optimal path. 
Algorithm BEST 
1. best := n; F, := 0 
2. FOR i := LAST - 1 DOWN TO 1 DO 
BEGIN 
3. Fi := ma (Ci, best, Fbeti}; 
4. FOR j := first(i) to first(i + 1) - 1 DO 
5. IF max{cii, Fj) < Fi THEN 
BEGIN 
6. Fi := max {cij, Fj}; 
7. sue(i) := j 
8. best := j 
END 
END 
The number of comparisons performed by this algorithm is bounded by 2n. 
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